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SCIENCE WRITER 
Science writer skilled in breaking down complex concepts and putting them into laymen’s terms in order to help                  
promote a better understanding of the role that science plays in society and within the world. Strong ability to                   
transform highly technical topics into engaging articles that draw in audiences and that share knowledge. 

Career expertise: 
Blogging Articles Background Research Interviews 
Proofreading Editing Deadlines Records Requests 
Attributions References Sources Trend Identification 

 
Proficient in Microsoft Office Suite and Adobe InDesign. Experienced in Associated Press style. 

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS 
Selected as 1 of 10 undergraduate students for National Association of Science Writers Travel Fellowship to 

attend 2013 American Association for the Advancement of Science conference (2013) 
Author, “Life on Mars: Curiosity’s Quest Continues” – National Association of Science Writers (2013) 

Ghost Author, “How Does My Work in the Vivarium Help Others?” – Animal Lab News Magazine (2012) 
Winner, 2011 Michael E. DeBakey Journalism Award – first-ever college student recipient (2010) 

SCIENCE WRITING EXPERIENCE 

 
American Geophysical Union, Washington, DC 

Science writer, 4/2014-Present 
 

Hired for this permanent position after one month as  an intern to write Research Spotlights and other features for 
Eos, the AGU’s member newspaper. Research Spotlights is the most highly read section by AGU’s 62,000 members. 

Also hired to provide assistance in Eos’s digital transition. 
 

● Reads and summarizes research papers from AGU’s academic journals; Responsible for 
accurately translating  highly technical language into interesting, accessible blurbs for scientists and 
non-scientists. 

 
● Assists with other writing or editorial needs for Eos’s staff, including writing short news briefs.  

 
Genetic Literacy Project, Arlington, VA 

Web Content Manager and Writer, 7/2013 – 12/2013 
 

Hired for this part-time job to manage the Daily Digest, a summary of links to national and international 
biotechnology news, and to write GLP blog posts that weave together trends in biotechnology. 
 

● Wrote seven summaries per day of national and international news articles relating to agricultural 
biotechnology. 

● Wrote original blog posts weaving together trends in agricultural or medical biotechnology. 
● Fostered dialogue online using social media outreach through Twitter, Facebook and Tumblr. 

 
University of Oregon Science and Research Communications – Eugene, OR 

Science Writing Intern, 9/2012 – 6/2013 
 

Volunteered to step into a science communications role to provide support to the only faculty member writing                 

mailto:joannarwendel@gmail.com


about research and scientific topics for external audiences.  
 

▪ Wrote 5 articles posted to University of Oregon research website. Developed stories from initial leads by                
following up with key researchers, conducting interviews and creating story line “angles.” 
 

Foundation for Biomedical Research – Washington, DC 
Communications Intern, 5/2012 – 8/2012 

 
Attracted attention of the Foundation after winning its annual Michael E. DeBakey Journalism Award. Was               
recruited to intern at the Foundation to provide communications support that highlighted work of leading               
biomedical research. 

▪ Wrote op-eds in support of animal research for major national media outlets to provide animal               
researchers’ perspective in response to specific current events. 

▪ Developed compelling feature article (as ghost writer) which provided an inside look at the benefits of                
animal research to society; combed through the Foundation’s documentary transcripts to identify key points that               
helped create personalized POV story telling angle. 

 
University of Oregon Daily Emerald – Eugene, OR 

Science Columnist / Blogger, 10/2010 – 9/2012 
 

Drove article development on science-related topics, including brainstorming story ideas and interviewing sources             
to make scientific topics engaging and relevant to non-scientific student community.  
 

▪ Developed interesting science stories that were shared with readers both locally and nationally. 
▪ Stood up for journalistic integrity by resisting editorial pressure to politicize column topics, which              

resulted in a win-win for the paper and its readers. 
▪ Set up regular schedule of writing tasks to meet weekly column deadlines. Generated idea development               

calendar to ensure all research, interviews, and writing processes met timelines. 
 

Copenhagen Post – Copenhagen DK 
Science Feature Intern, 1/2012 – 5/2012 

 
▪ Researched and wrote articles for publication that pertained to climate change.  
▪ Assisted in editing and writing attention-getting headlines that accurately reflected article content and 

drove reader interest. 
ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND 

Previous experience as Contributor at the NextGenJournal.com, and as Editor-in-Chief at The Savant high school               
student newspaper. 
 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor of Science in General Science, graduated 8/2013 
University of Oregon – Eugene, OR 
Studied Journalism and Biology 

Danish Institute for Study Abroad – Copenhagen, Denmark 
 
Professional Development: 
Press Member, American Association for the Advancement of Science annual conference – Boston, MA (2013) 

AFFILIATIONS / INVOLVEMENT 

Member, Northwest Science Writers Association (2013–present) 
Member, D.C. Science Writers Association (2013–present) 

Member, National Association of Science Writers (2012–present) 


